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AFM-based mechanical characterization of single
nanoﬁbres
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Nanoﬁbres are found in a broad variety of hierarchical biological systems as fundamental structural units,
and nanoﬁbrillar components are playing an increasing role in the development of advanced functional
materials. Accurate determination of the mechanical properties of single nanoﬁbres is thus of great interest,
yet measurement of these properties is challenging due to the intricate specimen handling and the exceptional force and deformation resolution that is required. The atomic force microscope (AFM) has emerged as
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an eﬀective, reliable tool in the investigation of nanoﬁbrillar mechanics, with the three most popular
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approaches—AFM-based tensile testing, three-point deformation testing, and nanoindentation—proving preferable to conventional tensile testing in many (but not all) cases. Here, we review the capabilities and limit-
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ations of each of these methods and give a comprehensive overview of the recent advances in this ﬁeld.

Introduction
Fibres of nanoscale diameter form the fundamental building
blocks of numerous mechanically superior natural and synthetic materials, yet precise determination of the mechanical
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properties of these fibres remains challenging. Wood, bone,1
and carbon fibre composites2 are just a few examples of
natural and synthetic materials with extreme strength-toweight ratios that share a common hierarchical design: robust
nanofibres embedded in a supporting matrix. Beyond the
mechanical stability in composites, many manufactured quasi
one-dimensional objects of nanoscale diameter (i.e. fibres,
wires, tubes, whiskers, etc., collectively termed “fibres” in this
review) combine diﬀerent distinct functionalities that render
them specifically interesting from an applications
perspective.3–6 The nanoscale diameters are believed to both
decrease the probability of flaws or defects and increase the
fibre’s surface area-to-volume ratio, hence causing physical
properties distinct from bulk.3,5–8 Advanced synthetic9 and
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preparation approaches10 to produce such high aspect ratio
fibres pave the way for widespread potential applications; for
instance, implementation of metallic nanowires or carbon
nanotubes in electrical devices,2,9 tough and biocompatible
artificial spider silk fibres,11 and electrospun polymer fibres
for tissue engineering12 or functional scaﬀolds.13
Characterizing and understanding the fibres’ mechanical
properties are important in each of these implementations.
However, most conventional testing techniques fail when fibre
diameters and lengths undercut approximately one micron
and several mm, respectively. The force sensing capabilities
and spatial resolution of the atomic force microscope (AFM)
allow one to overcome these challenges, and several AFMbased mechanical nanofibre testing approaches have emerged.
Here, we review the most common of these approaches: AFMbased tensile testing, three-point deformation testing, and
quasi-static nanoindentation (Fig. 1).

AFM-based tensile testing
The standard technique for acquiring a fibre’s mechanical properties is tensile testing, which involves extending the fibre
ends in opposite directions at a controlled rate while monitoring the force using a capacitor load cell. This method is wellestablished, accurate, and involves a simple attachment of the
fibre ends via clamping. However, conventional tensile testing
is not applicable in many nanoscale systems. The tensile tester
most specialized for the characterization of nanofibres has a
claimed force sensitivity of 50 nN and extension resolution of
35 nm.15,16 For a rough estimate of the thinnest, weakest fibre
that can be tested with the claimed 50 nN sensitivity, we
assume that at least 100 discrete force delineations in the
resulting stress–strain curve are desired. With this requirement, tested fibres must approximately satisfy 5 μN < Aσu =
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π(D/2)2σu, where σu is the fibre’s ultimate strength, A is the
cross-sectional area, and D is the cylindrical fibre diameter.
The mechanical properties of a fibre can therefore be probed
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
20 μN
with a tensile tester if D >
. Another, potentially more
πσ u
serious challenge to nanoscale tensile testing is sample preparation, which demands that the fibre be suspended between
the two arms of the tensile tester. The fibre must therefore be
at least ≈1 mm in length (5 mm is typical) and freestanding—
conditions that are often attainable by microscale fibres such
as spider silks,17–19 but only rarely met by nanoscale fibres,
e.g. in some studies of electrospun polymers.20–24
AFM-based tensile testing is a similar approach to conventional tensile testing that is in principle not limited by fibre
length or force sensitivity, yet employs the same deformation
geometry of uniaxial stretching along the fibre axis. In this
method, which is a form of force spectroscopy, a nanofibrillar
sample—e.g. carbon nanotube,25 WS2 nanotube,26 gold nanowire,27,28 polymer fibre,29–31 or collagen fibril29,32–36—is grown
or attached to both the AFM probe tip and the substrate, and
the force on the tip is determined as the probe is retracted.
Similarly, material can be attached to an AFM tip, manipulated
into a fibrillar, dogbone-shaped structure using a focused ion
beam (FIB), and force spectroscopy can be conducted to yield
the material’s stress–strain response.37 The force and spatial
resolution of the AFM surpasses that of even the most sensitive
tensile tester by approximately two orders of magnitude, as the
loading force in an AFM is applied by piezoelectric actuators to
a microscopic cantilever and the resulting force is usually
measured by reflecting a laser oﬀ the cantilever’s backside and
onto a photodiode.38 The long optical path of the laser in this
setup allows for the detection of minute cantilever deflections,
resulting in pN force sensitivity for suitable cantilevers. A
thorough calibration of the cantilever as the central force
sensing element is crucial, and typically involves: (a) measure-
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Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the major conventional and AFM-based techniques for measuring the mechanical properties of nanoﬁbres. Each
technique is characterized by its force sensitivity, restrictions on the sample length, sample preparation requirements, and mechanical properties
probed. See ref. 14 for a review of dynamic nanoindentation.

ment of the inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) [m V−1],39
which relates the photo voltage signal to the cantilever deflection, and (b) obtaining the cantilever’s spring constant
[N m−1],40–42 which allows conversion of cantilever deflection
into force F. To yield d—the probe tip’s true distance from the
surface or, if the tip and sample are in contact, the deformation
of the sample—it is necessary to subtract the cantilever’s deflection from the raw z-displacement data.38 Notably, the cantilever
spring constant in an AFM-based nanomechanical experiment
must closely match the eﬀective sample spring constant in
order to achieve the appropriate force sensitivity; otherwise,
deflection may either exceed the range of the photodiode (if the
cantilever is too soft) or be so weak as to be indistinguishable
from systemic noise (if the cantilever is too stiﬀ).43,44
Nanoscale tensile testing conducted both with the AFM and
with specialized microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)45–51
has produced reliable results for nanofibres. However, attachment of the fibre in these arrangements is tedious and may
be prohibitive in many cases: the fibre must be grown
between tip and sample27,28 or attached via elaborate
micromanipulation30–32,34–36 that often requires the use of a
combination SEM–AFM system.25,26,29,33,37 If imaging and
treatment in an SEM is involved, the sample usually becomes
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dehydrated, and in some cases metallic coatings are applied to
the sample to provide electrical conductivity, which may
further alter its mechanical properties. Similarly, ion bombardment in a FIB must be executed with particular caution,
as it has been shown to mechanically strengthen the
sample.52,53 In light of these preparation complexities, alternative techniques with fewer sample manipulation and attachment demands are often desirable.

AFM-based three-point deformation
testing
Overview
In most AFM-based three-point deformation tests, sample
preparation is as simple as depositing fibres onto a hard substrate that is prestructured with grooves. Fibres will statistically
span these grooves, leaving segments suspended. The suspended portions of the fibres can then be probed by an AFM
cantilever tip to perform a three-point deformation test. This
approach achieves nanoscale force and spatial resolution,
allowing for specimens with nanometer-sized diameters and
lengths below 1 µm, e.g. individual single-walled carbon nano-
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tubes.54 In most cases, the three-point deformation test primarily aims to determine the axial Young’s modulus of fibres,
the modulus also probed by tensile testing. By adjusting the
suspended length and deformation range, one can further
determine the bending and shear moduli,55 yield point,56
viscoelasticity,57 toughness and strength,58 and even rupture
properties such as a fibre’s extensibility.59 Beyond probing
mechanical parameters under standard conditions, the AFM’s
general tolerance for diﬀerent ambient conditions enables a
widespread range of samples and facilitates testing of the
fibres’ performance in diﬀerent media60,61 or at diﬀerent
temperatures,62 as well as their in situ responsiveness to pH
changes.63 Furthermore, the testing setup can be combined
with conductivity measurements to directly monitor the strain
dependence of current flow across the fibre.54,64,65
Experimentally, three-point deformation tests can be distinguished by their loading direction relative to the substrate and
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deformation range: the test involves either vertical loading and
a relatively small deformation (Fig. 2a) or lateral loading and a
large deformation (Fig. 2b). In the former approach, the cantilever moves vertically (in the z-direction), pressing the suspended fibre segment downwards while being deflected
upwards. For vertical cantilever deflections, calibration is more
straightforward; however, the limited displacement of the
z-piezo (typically ≈10 µm) confines the range of fibre deformation. Hence, vertical three-point bending is sometimes
limited to small deflections of relaxed fibres in the linear
elastic regime, and is thus ideally suited to determining the
fibre’s axial Young’s modulus or its bending and shear
moduli.55,60,68
In the second approach – lateral loading – the cantilever tip
travels in the x,y-plane and intersects the suspended fibre
segment perpendicularly at its midpoint (Fig. 2b). The fibre
experiences both bending and stretching, imposing torsion on

Fig. 2 Schematics of vertical (a) and lateral (b) three-point deformation testing. In both approaches a (usually clamped) ﬁbre segment is subjected
to a load. Denominations of the physical values are given in (c). Exemplary force vs. deformation (normalized to the ﬁbre radius) dependencies
according to the models of Euler–Bernoulli ( pure bending), Heidelberg et al.66 (bending and stretching), and Calahorra et al.67 (bending and stretching of a pre-strained ﬁbre) are given in (d).
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the cantilever at a certain lever arm H (Fig. 2b), which is
defined as the distance from the cantilever long axis to the
tip’s contact point with the fibre. This torsion renders the data
conversion to forces more intricate, as the lateral optical lever
sensitivity and the lateral spring constant need to be known
precisely. To date, no experimental method to obtain these two
parameters has emerged as general standard, yet, various
approaches exist: the lateral spring constant for instance can
be derived using the torsional Sader method69 or by calculation from cantilever dimensions. The reader is referred to a
recent comprehensive review on this topic by Munz.70 Nevertheless, exploiting the generally larger x,y-piezo reach by
lateral loading facilitates larger fibre deformations, enabling a
complete mechanical characterization—from the elastic
regime to rupture.
Pure bending regime
Regardless of loading direction, both testing techniques
deform the fibre perpendicular to its long axis, causing similar
strains in a radially symmetric specimen. Deformations of less
than one fibre radius predominantly cause bending: at the
bending points (the edges of the grooves and the tip–fibre
contact), the convex side experiences tensile strain, while the
concave side experiences compressive strain. Additionally,
these strains increase radially from the neutral plane to the
fibre surface, resulting in an inhomogeneous stress distribution with local stress peaks. These bending deformations
can be well described by the classical Euler–Bernoulli beam
model, which takes into account the fibre’s boundary conditions, i.e. whether it is simply supported by or firmly
attached to the substrate.71
An advantage of the vertical loading approach is the relative
ease of using force–volume plots61,68,72–74 or advanced force
imaging techniques,75,76 which allow one to map the fibre
response as a function of position and thereby directly determine the present boundary conditions. If F is the force applied
at the position x along the fibre axis, causing a deformation d,
the ratio of F(x)/d can be interpreted as the fibre’s stiﬀness at
the respective position (Fig. 2c). A measured stiﬀness profile
along the suspended segment can then be compared to
models for diﬀerent boundary conditions. For a simply supported beam, the model suggests:
FðxÞ
3L0 EI
¼
d
ðL0  xÞ2 x2

ð1Þ

In the case of a double-clamped beam one finds:
FðxÞ
3L0 3 EI
¼
d
ðL0  xÞ3 x3

ð2Þ

In both cases, L0 is the initial length of the suspended
segment, E is the axial Young’s modulus, and I is the area
moment of inertia, where I = πR4/4 for cylindrical fibres with
radius R (Fig. 2c).
Kluge et al. compared the rigidities and Young’s moduli
derived from such stiﬀness profiles of three diﬀerent 1,3,5-
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benzenetrisamides that each self-assemble into supramolecular nanofibres.68 They focused on results where the boundary
conditions were unambiguously found to be double-clamped
and measured Young’s moduli in the lower GPa range. In contrast, Ling et al. found self-supporting particle bridges cohered
by a supramolecular glue to follow the model of a simply supported beam.77 This shows that clamping of the fibre to the
supports is not absolutely necessary as long as clamping conditions are determined in each situation, especially since data
interpretation in the framework of the wrong boundary conditions would lead to a Young’s modulus oﬀ by a factor of 4
(as approximated using x = L0/2 and comparing eqn (1) and
(2)). In other studies, both boundary conditions and, occasionally, a mixed case (one side clamped, one simply supported)
were observed within one respective fibre–substrate
system.74,75,78 For instance, Chen et al. probed the stiﬀness
profiles of silver nanowires with diameters between 66 and
141 nm using digital pulsed force mode.75 They pointed out
the importance of the boundary conditions, as thinner nanowires resembled a double clamped beam whereas thicker ones
were simply supported. Both cases yielded moduli close to the
bulk value of silver.
In the majority of three-point bending studies, however,
fibres are assumed to be double clamped due to suﬃcient
fibre–substrate adhesion79,80 or double clamped conditions
are enforced by additional experimental measures.56,81
Probing with a force Fc at the segment midpoint (x = L0/2)
reduces eqn (2) to:
FðL0 =2Þ ¼ Fc ¼

192EI
d
L0 3

ð3Þ

(gray line, Fig. 2d). Due to the shape of the stiﬀness profile
(eqn (2)), the force response is relatively insensitive to small
positioning deviations from the midpoint, increasing the
robustness of the method.82,83 In the case of suﬃcient fibre–
substrate adhesion, the midpoint probing approach allows for
relatively low expenditure of experimental time, hence facilitating larger sample numbers. For example, Stachewicz et al. provided a thorough experimental basis demonstrating a modulus
increase with decreasing diameter for electrospun polyvinylalcohol fibres.80 They attributed this trend to the fibres’ core–
shell structure caused by the high shear in electrospinning.
The superposition of bending and stretching
Lateral three-point deformation tests mostly deform fibres
beyond the bending regime (deformation d exceeding the fibre
radius R), and often aim to break or rupture the fibre. As the
fibre is increasingly stretched, tensile stresses in the straight
specimen portions are superimposed with tensile and compressive stresses at the bending points (as mentioned above).
For large yet elastic deformations, Heidelberg et al. introduced
a factor f (α) > 1 to account for this resulting rigidity enhancement in double clamped beams (blue line, Fig. 2d).66
Fc ¼

192EI
 f ðαÞd
L0 3

ð4Þ
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f ðαÞ ¼

α
pﬃﬃﬃ
;
192 tan hð α=4Þ
pﬃﬃﬃ
48 
α
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α¼

6εð140 þ εÞ
350 þ 3ε

ð5Þ

ð6Þ

and
ε ¼ d 2 ðA=IÞ

ð7Þ

Here, A is the fibre’s cross-sectional area. This model succeeds in describing the full elastic response of a fibre, e.g. highmodulus inorganic nanowires,64,66,84–87 therefore allowing the
transition from elastic to plastic deformation to be determined. Wen et al. applied this model to demonstrate that the
Young’s modulus of ZnO nanowires resembles the bulk value
and can be regarded essentially diameter-independent in the
range from 18 to 304 nm.86 Recently, McCarthy et al. used eqn
(4)–(7) to calculate the Young’s modulus of nickel and silver
nanowires and to verify the elasticity of the applied deformations, a prerequisite for their determination of the Poisson’s ratio of these wires from strain-dependent four-point
resistance measurements.64 Furthermore, since this model
extends to higher deformations than classical bending (eqn
(3)), it is more sensitive to experimental inconsistencies. For
instance, pre-strained fibres can be identified since their deformation data would not fit the model, and modulus overestimation can hence be prevented (see Fig. 2d).

The role of pre-tension
Despite its applicability over the full elastic regime, the Heidelberg model was not employed for soft matter fibres at all,
probably because of significant residual tension in these
systems. With decreasing material modulus, pre-tension
inherent in a fibre (from the preparation or clamping procedure) increasingly dominates its force response. This is
manifested in a steeper slope of the initial linear bending
regime (where d < R) in force–deformation curves (yellow line,
Fig. 2d). Pre-tension was first investigated in spider mite silk,
in which tension was naturally introduced as the mites drew
silk from their spinning glands and deposited it onto the test
substrate.82 Hudson et al. implemented the eﬀect of pretension in a numerical model by expanding the factor f (α) in
eqn (4).82 Calahorra et al., who also recently observed such
residual stresses in hard silicon nanowires, approximated the
full solution for the expanded f (α) by an analytical
expression67,88 for the ease of application:
f approx ðαapprox Þ ¼ 1 þ 2:412  102 αapprox  1:407
 106 αapprox 2

ð8Þ

where αapprox includes the initial pre-tension force T0:
αapprox ¼
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L0 2 T0 6εð140 þ εÞ
þ
350 þ 3ε
EI

ð9Þ

The Heidelberg model, now expanded for pre-tension,
enables a comprehensive data interpretation of elastic deformations in double clamped three-point deformation tests.
Beyond the limit of one fibre radius of deformation, the
tensile contribution increasingly dominates the fibre’s force
response. In that regime, the linear dependence of force on
deformation passes into a cubic dependence, rendering the
bending contributions gradually negligible. In the work of
Schniepp et al., thin ribbons of nanometer thickness were
deformed several µm to derive the Young’s modulus based on
a purely tensile model, as the bending component is negligible
for thin ribbons.89 Presuming only stretching of the fibre, one
can easily convert the measured force and deformation to
(axial) stress and strain.58,90 This approach yields lower estimates for fibre failure properties, such as maximum strength,
extensibility and toughness.54,57,58,89,90 Biopolymer fibres were
mechanically characterized using this same approach, revealing the extraordinary extensibility of fibrin59,91 and viscoelastic
properties of collagen fibres.92

AFM nanoindentation
Overview
Another AFM-based technique can be applied to nanofibres
that are simply deposited onto a flat substrate: nanoindentation (Fig. 3). Nanoindentation is an established technique that
is traditionally performed by an instrumented nanoindenter,
which is reliable in acquiring the elastic modulus of a wide
range of materials, from hard surfaces, e.g. silicon,93,94 to relatively soft polymer composites.95 However, an instrumented
nanoindenter’s capacitor-based force sensor and the typically
employed probes necessitate micron-scale contact areas and
indentation depths, making it an unacceptable tool for nanoscale structures.94,96 Similarly, an AFM-nanoindenter combination instrument—which employs a standard nanoindenter
probe within a system with the positional sensitivity of an AFM
and improved force sensitivity97,98—has been successfully
implemented in studies of nanofibrils,99–103 yet is limited by
the larger size of its probe.
Due to its nanoscale probe tips, superb force sensitivity,
and translational accuracy, the AFM has emerged in recent
years as an ideal choice for performing nanoindentation on a
variety of nanoscale structures.104–106 Here, we consider AFMbased nanoindentation of nanoscale fibrils via static and
quasi-static indentation—the simplest modes—in which the
frequency of one complete indentation is far less than the
resonance frequency of the cantilever, allowing for instantaneous response to force deviations.43 However, many of the
considerations discussed here also apply to dynamic nanoindentation techniques.14
Typical examples of quasi-static AFM force–indentation
curves conducted on fibrillar samples are shown in Fig. 4. Following the standard InvOLS and cantilever spring constant
calibrations, displacement-to-indentation calibration must be
performed on a reference sample that is much stiﬀer than the
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Fig. 3 (a) AFM nanoindentation of a ﬁbril with force F, which can be conducted on samples where (b) the diameter of the AFM tip is about equal to
or less than the diameter of the ﬁbril (Dﬁb ≈ Dtip or Dﬁb < Dtip), or (c) the diameter of the tip is far less than the diameter of the ﬁbril (Dﬁb ≫ Dtip).

sample of interest. The resulting force–indentation curve of
this reference sample (e.g. silica) is vertical at d = 0, reflecting
the assumed lack of indentation into the stiﬀ substrate at the
forces involved (Fig. 4a, blue curve). When a force curve is then
conducted on a much softer material (e.g. collagen), indentation
takes place past d = 0 (Fig. 4a red curve, Fig. 4b). Hysteresis
often occurs between the loading and unloading curves due to
the plastic response of the sample: loading induces plastic
deformation, and unloading reflects the elastic recovery of the
material (Fig. 4b).108 Thus, to derive the elastic modulus of the
material, the unloading curve is typically chosen for fitting.
The slope of the unloading curve roughly corresponds to
the transverse elastic modulus of the material—the modulus
sampled when performing tests perpendicular to the fibre axis
—but quantitative, reliable determination of the modulus
requires fitting the appropriate contact model to the data.
Four contact model choices are most widely used in indentation studies: Hertz, Derjaguin–Muller–Toporov (DMT),
Johnson–Kendall–Roberts (JKR), and Oliver–Pharr. The starting point in contact mechanics, the Hertz model,111 describes
the purely elastic force response of two spheres indenting one
another (“+” markers, Fig. 4a):
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4 Reff
F¼
ET d3=2
ð10Þ
3 1  ν2
where ν is Poisson’s ratio, Reﬀ = (1/Rtip + 1/Rfib)−1 is the
eﬀective radius of contact, and ET is the fibril transverse elastic
modulus. The DMT model is based on the Hertz model, but
accounts for adhesion between the probe and sample.112,113 To
describe contact between a larger tip and a softer sample, in
which larger adhesion forces are experienced, the JKR model
is preferred.112,113 The Oliver–Pharr model,108,109 which has
been considered the standard in traditional nanoindentation
studies since 1992,94 gives the force response of an arbitrarily
shaped probe indenting an elastic-plastic flat surface but
neglecting adhesion (Fig. 4b and c). The modulus is derived
from the elastic unloading stiﬀness (S)—the slope of the upper
portion of the unloading curve (Fig. 4b)—according to:
pﬃﬃﬃ

π
S
ET ¼ β
1  ν2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð11Þ
2
Ai ðdc Þ
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where β is an empirical correction factor, dc is the depth of
contact between the indenter and sample, and Ai is the indenter-sample contact area (Fig. 4b and c).108,109 Ai (dc) may be
determined for a pyramidal, spherical, or arbitrarily shaped
indenter110 as long as the probe shape is known.108
Tip shape
To obtain quantitative results in AFM-based nanoindentation,
a number of experimental factors must be addressed. First, in
order to accurately describe the probe–sample contact area vs.
probe indentation depth—a crucial aspect of any contact
model—the volumetric tip profile must be precisely determined. Most often, a calibration sample of known topography
(spikes or sharp edge) is scanned by the tip of interest to
quickly obtain a putative profile, but the shape of the scanned
test features must then be deconvoluted in order to obtain the
most accurate tip shape.110,114 An alternative to mapping a
detailed profile of the tip is to test a reference sample of
known modulus—a technique widely adopted and automated
in quasi-static PeakForce QNM and other similar
techniques.43,115–117 However, the indentation depth must be
kept consistent between the reference and test samples,118 and
the reference sample should ideally reflect the geometry of
the test sample if the same indentation model is to be
applied to each.103 Thus, tests of samples like cylindrical
fibrils that depart from the semi-infinite plane geometry of the
standard reference sample may be subject to unanticipated
inaccuracy.
Indentation location
An attractive feature of nanoindentation is its ease of sample
preparation: fibrils can be dispersed on any substrate and
tested in air or aqueous solution. To ensure that the indentation is conducted on a fibril, the simultaneous collection of
topography and modulus data is preferred,107,110,119 and may
be achieved by a quasi-static technique like force–volume
mapping.120 Only indentations along the fibril’s spine should
be used in modulus calculations.107,110,119 If the side of a fibril
is indented instead, the contact area becomes highly unpredictable or unaccounted-for in the employed model.110,119
Lateral deflection is also likely to occur in such a case, further
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Indentation depth

Fig. 4 (a) Force–indentation curves performed on a silica substrate
(blue) and on the spine of a collagen ﬁbril (red). The Hertz contact
model of indentation (“+” markers) was ﬁt to the collagen data. The
force–volume plot is also shown (inset). Scan size: 2 µm. Adapted from
ref. 107 with permission. (b) Force–indentation curve conducted on a
collagen ﬁbril, with both the loading and unloading curves shown.
According to the Oliver–Pharr model,108,109 a power law ﬁt was performed on the unloading data (thick black line), while a line with slope
S = dF/dd was ﬁt to the upper portion of the unloading data (thin black
line). Adapted from ref. 110 with permission. (c) Oliver–Pharr model of a
sample being deformed by an indenter,108 with cross-sections of the
sample in its maximally loaded (yellow, d = dmax) and ﬁnal unloaded
(blue, d = df ) states. df: ﬁnal indentation depth; dc: contact indentation
depth; dmax: maximum indentation.

confounding the model fit.119 In several studies using PeakForce QNM,44,121–125 modulus values appear to have been
sampled from the entire fibril width, not just from the spine.
In some of these cases, variation in the modulus across the
width of the fibril is apparent.44,123,124 In other studies,
however, little to no variation is seen along the diameter of the
fibril,44,121,122,125 likely because the tip diameter is of the same
length scale as the fibril diameter—which introduces separate
challenges, as discussed below. To what degree this practice of
non-spine sampling misrepresents the true modulus remains
to be directly studied.

Nanoscale

Indentation depth is crucial in any nanoindentation study of
thin samples. Past studies on thin films established the
“Bueckle rule”, which states that indenting a sample to a
depth of less than 10% of its thickness (d/t < 0.1) will probe
the elastic modulus of the sample alone, not that of the
substrate.126–128 In agreement with these works, fibril indentation studies have displayed empirically consistent modulus
results for d/D < 0.1 (Fig. 5).44,110,123,124,129
However, consistency may not imply accuracy: previous
experiments and models of thin film indentation by Song and
Pharr,130,131 Hay and Crawford,132 and others133,134 have
shown that the underlying substrate influences results even
when d/t < 0.1, leading to a systematic overestimation of the
modulus when the film is softer than the substrate. For
example, according to Hay and Crawford’s model, indenting a
film whose stiﬀness is one tenth that of the underlying substrate results in a nearly 20% overestimation of the film
modulus when d/t = 0.08.132 These models have rarely been
applied to fibril indentation studies,44,135 perhaps because
they describe a probe indenting a semi-infinite plane,131–134
while small fibril indentation is best approximated by a
sphere–cylinder geometry. Thus, there appears to be a need to
apply the thin film models to the geometry of a fibril indentation scenario to account for substrate influence in the
modulus results.
Further complications arise when indenting at extremely
small (<5 nm) depths. If surface roughness is of the same
length scale as indentation depth, the contact area function
becomes unpredictable,110,119,136 lateral deflection due to
encountering asperities may aﬀect the results,119 and surface
adhesion can have a significant impact on the contact area.110
Indentation depths at the same scale as the surface roughness

Fig. 5 Mean indentation modulus versus the maximum indentation
depth to ﬁbril ratio (lower x-axis) and versus the maximum indentation
depth, dmax (upper x-axis) in nanoindentation testing of collagen ﬁbrils.
The applied load necessary to achieve each dmax is also given. Adapted
from ref. 110 with permission.
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therefore display a greater degree of variability and unreliability (see 30 nN data, Fig. 5), which led Wenger et al. to assign a
20% random error to their measurements in addition to the
expected 20% AFM calibration error,119 while other groups
have simply discounted the returned moduli of asperities that
are of the same length scale as the tip size.110,118,136–139 These
complications demand careful consideration of indentation
depth for a given sample, and perhaps invite the need for
further study of how to best characterize results at extremely
small indentation depths.

Indentation model
Once all necessary test parameters and calibrations have been
considered, the contact model used to fit the data has a significant impact on the final returned modulus.96,110 If the diameter of the fibril is significantly larger than that of the tip
(Fig. 3c), e.g. collagen fibrils (60–150 nm diameter) indented
by a sharp tip (≈10 nm diameter), Wenger et al.119,140 and
Andriotis et al.110 argued that the geometry can be approximated by a tip indenting a semi-infinite planar half-space.
Since the authors employed indentation depths greater than
the radius of the tip and observed plastic deformation of the
fibril surface following testing, they employed Oliver–Pharr,
the classic nanoindentation model that can accommodate an
arbitrary tip shape and elastic-plastic deformation. Adhesion
between the tip and sample is not accounted for in Oliver–
Pharr, a shortcoming that has been argued to cause an overestimation of the modulus at small indentation depths in thin
films, i.e. the “skin eﬀect”.96,138,141 However, the skin eﬀect
appears to be mild or absent in fibril indentation
studies,110,129,135 perhaps due to the divergent stress field that
results from a tip indenting a fibril103 or diﬀerences in tip–
substrate vs. tip–fibre adhesion.
Alternatively, the Hertz model of contact between two
elastic spheres has been employed by Tan and Lim,142 as well
as many others,107,129,143–147 in fibril indentation studies
where Dfib ≫ Dtip. Besides its inherent simplicity, the Hertz
model has the advantage—via a straightforward variable transformation—of allowing the determination of the elastic
modulus without knowledge of the zero contact point, which
is notoriously diﬃcult to pinpoint.44,135,148 However, if the
indentation depth exceeds the radius of the tip and plastic
deformation occurs, the sphere–sphere and perfectly elastic
contact assumptions of Hertz are an ill fit to the experimental
conditions. For example, when Grant et al.107 used the Hertz
model, diﬀerent modulus values were obtained if indentation
marks were observed in the fibril following testing, implying
that plastic deformation significantly aﬀected the results. The
authors addressed the issue by testing only at indentation
depths that did not produce a mark,107,144,145 but plastic deformation could be present and unobservable at the smaller
depths.107 Furthermore, as discussed above, indenting at extremely small depths introduces other confounding factors.
Andriotis et al. applied both the Oliver–Pharr and Hertz
models to the same force–indentation data and found a 34%
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diﬀerence in the returned moduli, reflecting the importance of
model choice in the ultimate result.110
When Dfib ≈ Dtip or Dfib < Dtip (Fig. 3b), e.g. amyloid fibrils
(<10 nm diameter) indented by even the sharpest probe, the
geometry of contact departs dramatically from that of a probe
indenting a flat surface, rendering Oliver–Pharr inapplicable.
Guo et al.135 and Sweers et al.44 argued in their static nanoindentation studies of single amyloid fibrils that the Hertz
sphere–sphere contact model is most appropriate in such scenarios, since the tip and fibril diameters are of the same length
scale. The lack of hysteresis in the loading-unloading curve,
plus the absence of an adhesive pull-oﬀ between tip and
sample, further justified the use of the purely elastic Hertz
model.44,135 Similarly, the DMT model, which is based on the
Hertz model yet includes a description of adhesion, is the
standard model employed in PeakForce QNM studies of
fibrils.44,121,122,124,125 However, a sphere–plane geometry is
standard in these PeakForce QNM works. Recently, an alternative model to the Hertz and DMT that describes a sphere–cylinder contact geometry was proposed: finite element analysis
(FEA) was used to model the nanoindentation of a ≈100 nm
diameter fibril with a ≈500 nm diameter probe.103
Regardless of the chosen model, indentation testing of
small fibrils (when Dfib ≈ Dtip or Dfib < Dtip) requires the use of
small indentation depths, which may introduce a host of confounding factors, as previously discussed. An additional,
potentially crucial consideration is the force averaging that
results when probing features smaller than the tip diameter.149
If the target feature is small relative to the tip size, the
adhesive force between the tip and underlying substrate is significant and has been explicitly observed in several fibril
studies.107,119,135 This tip–substrate adhesion will contribute to
the net forces experienced by the tip while it indents the
fibril,149 resulting in a systematic underestimation of the
modulus. Indeed, tip size was found to be inversely proportional to the returned modulus value, yielding a 70%
decrease in the sample modulus when the tip radius was
increased from 10 nm to 160 nm, but force averaging was not
considered as an influencing factor.44
Other considerations
Besides the previous considerations, there may be other
factors influencing nanoscale indentation experiments of
fibrils. Most if not all fibrils are anisotropic by nature, so only
the transverse elastic modulus—not the axial modulus—is
accessible by nanoindentation. The yield strength may also be
estimated by converting the nanoindentation data into a
stress–strain curve,101,150–152 but the shape of this resulting
curve has been shown to only approximately match the shape
of a stress–strain curve obtained from uniaxial tensile
testing.152 Additionally, an unknown in these and most other
nanoscale mechanical tests is the Poisson’s ratio of the material;
the returned modulus is therefore the eﬀective modulus, with
the true modulus calculated from an estimate of the Poisson’s
ratio. Further calibrations may also be necessary to reduce
error,44,135 and the deflection sensitivity has been reported to
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vary across a sample, requiring that the calibration procedure be
conducted as close to the sample as possible.135 Finally, the viscoelasticity of the sample is inaccessible via basic static or
quasi-static techniques, but may still influence the results,
especially when large forces are present.14,153,154 The reader is
referred to a recent review of dynamic nanoindentation techniques,14 which are gaining in popularity and accessibility.

Conclusion
The advancing miniaturization of devices and progressing concentration of diﬀerent functionalities within a material
increasingly demand more sophisticated nanofibrillar building
units. The characterization of these building units and the
detailed examination of highly evolved natural systems that
might serve as models for biomimicry both require highresolution, reliable testing techniques to assess their respective
mechanical spectra. The AFM provides a highly sensitive and
thus highly attractive platform for this task. As reviewed here,
the intense research conducted in the field of nanofibre mechanical testing in the past decades and the strong trend to
implement mechanical mapping techniques in AFM instrumentations illustrate two key points. First, due to its simple
sample preparation requirements and universal applicability,
AFM-based mechanical fibre characterization is the method of
choice for a vast majority of systems. Second, as indicated by
the diversity of data interpretation eﬀorts, AFM-based threepoint deformation testing and indentation of nanoscale fibres
are still not standardized to the degree of conventional macroscale mechanical testing. However, with further eﬀorts to disentangle the many challenges that are present at the
nanoscale, the AFM’s capabilities of nanoscale manipulation
and in situ force-monitoring make it a uniquely powerful tool
in the discovery of single fibre mechanics.
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